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Details of Visit:

Author: shrikeh
Location 2: London
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 6 May 2017 18:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 800
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kinky Alex
Website: http://kinkyalex.co.uk/

The Premises:

The Lady:

5' 7" or so, very sexy, her site says it better than I. Better than her photos.

The Story:

My girlfriend had chosen Alex based on a desire, unprompted, to indulge her bicurious side, and
also wanted to find an escort that could further indulge her wish to see me involved in some
BDSM/fetish in front of her.

Communication throughout was exceptional. My girlfriend was mostly in charge from our side, filling
in the contact form on Alex's website. We were asked to give a small deposit of some Amazon gift
vouchers, undoubtedly a necessity to deter time wasters. After the deposit had been received, Alex
was understandably more involved, asking about dates, times, and what we wanted from the
experience.

She requested a telephone call with us both in which we were encouraged to be very frank on what
our needs and limits were, which we followed up with emails closer to the date. She suggested it
should be outcall to a hotel, as in her experience incall may be a little daunting for first timers. An
informative etiquette guide was provided, and on the day in question, she also shared a Google doc
which outlined her notes on what we like, which was very thorough and unexpected.

to admit that, from her promotional pics on her website, I didn't think Alex was my type, which
wasn't my concern given that my girlfriend had chosen Alex for her. This wasn't about me, after all. I
was therefore extremely happy that she was far more attractive in the flesh than her photos, which
meant I was far more keen beyond just the excitement of the experience. It's nice to be wrong on
some things.

She was exceptional in breaking the ice and relaxing my girlfriend and I, and swiftly took charge of
both of us in an experienced yet comfortable manner. Alex is amusing, courteous and quite real.
She also has a lovely voice, which sounds even lovelier when she descends into depravity. If she
did phone sex, I dread to think what my phone bill would be.
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Although we had planned that I would be more of an observer to the action, she swiftly sensed it
would help if I was more intimately involved. It was not long after that my girlfriend had her first full
girl-girl experience, and she and I agreed later it was excellent in all regards. Sex was throughout
safe but not obtrusive to the events unfolding. For my own part, without wanting to spoil any
surprises for other gentlemen, I would put good money on Alex doing an awful lot of Pilates...

The event had been planned to be a one-off, a way for my girlfriend to explore a side of her that she
hasn't found the right girl for, but after Alex left my girlfriend was already using the phrase "next
time".

All in all I have no hesitation in recommending her for couples, and would definitely enjoy her
company if I was single and wanted to treat myself to an exceptional evening. A reunion for my
birthday is no doubt on the cards.
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